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Living and working with a stable energy balance

Strategies and experiences from the perspective of planners and users
Net zero energy buildings, equilibrium buildings or carbon neutral cities – depending on location and the reasons for making the calculation, the numbers are run
differently. The variety of terms in use indicates that a scientific method is still
lacking – which is a problem not just in regard to international communication,
but also with respect to planning processes as a response to energy challenges.
The clarification and meaning of the most important terms in use is extremely important for their implementation. Since October 2008, a panel of experts from an
international energy agency has concerned itself with these topics. The objective
is to analyse exemplary buildings that are near a zero-energy balance in order to
develop methods and tools for the planning, design and operation of such buildings.
The results are documented in this publication: In addition to the presentation of
select projects, it is not just architectural showcase projects that are shown – the
focus is on relaying knowledge and experience gained by planners and builders.
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Representation of a comprehensive balancing methodology
Explanation and usage contexts of crucial terminology
Energy balancing in building practice
Implementation examples of zero energy and plus energy buildings
Typology-oriented cross-sectional views of international projects
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The following three sections describe methods for
energy balancing according to examples
es of completed projects. They also indicate interrelations
relations
between respective normative methods in Germany,
Switzerland, and Austria. By doing so, they
hey illustrate
current trends.

ENERGY BALANCING:
PRACTICE,
STANDARDISATION,
AND LEGISLATION

A 3.01
A 3.02

cally covered by on-site generation. In exceptional
cases, shares in wind power generation or investments in external technologies, such as biogas production or combined heat and power, supplement
the on-site balance (see Projects and Lessons
Learned, p. 56ff.).
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calculations following DIN V 18 599 [3]. These include energy used for a building’s space heating,
DHW, cooling, ventilation, and lighting demands.
Electricity consumption from electronic devices
such as computers, household appliances, or building infrastructure such as elevators and escalators
aren’t included. Also, a building’s embodied energy
2 isn’t taken into account. Calculations are based on
monthly energy balances with results summed up
Jun
1
May
levels
as annual values. Primary energy
Apr requirement
0
Febby an Mar
are determined
analogous reference building
Jan
that serves as basis for normatively defined reference construction and mechanical equipment [4].
Crediting electricity from renewable energies was
introduced in 2009 in § 5 of the Energy Savings
Directive. Until then, photovoltaic systems were
considered part of the electrical grid, due to their
feeding generated electricity entirely into grids.
Thus, they were omitted in a building’s energy balance. Exported electricity reduces the use of fossil
or nuclear fuels, and thus reduces the primary energy factor and CO2 emissions of the building’s grid
electricity demand. The EEG [5] regulates purchase
of and payments for electricity generated from resources. The EEG sets the price for
newable energy sources
exported electricity and, in the most current version,
also promotes using electricity for building self-consumption. § 5 of the Energy Savings Directive states:

“In buildings planned for construction, if electricity
from renewable energy sources is used, then electricity may be deducted in calculations […] from the
site energy demand if it
1. is generated in direct spatial relation to the building and
2. is primarily used in the building itself and only
Novgrid. Dec
surplus energy is fed into
Octa public
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GERMANY The net zero energy buildings
ings completed in Germany to date usually achieve
eve an annual zero primary energy balance via normative
ormative
primary energy factors. Complying with balance
limits for normative energy demand calculations,
culations,
most projects only include consumption
n values for
space heating, domestic hot water (DHW),
W), cooling,
ventilation, and lighting. Selected projects
cts already
focus on total energy consumption, including
uding usespecific consumption, or even integrate
e mobility
within a balance. On-site electricity generation
eration usually enters an energy balance independently
ntly of energy
demand, regardless of coverage rate. This process
doesn’t correspond to normative requirements
ements for
issuing an energy certificate, but instead
d comprises
a supplemental, voluntary calculation.
Apart from a few selected examples, energy
nergy balances aren’t connected to fixed energy demand
emand limits.
limits
The focus here is on passive houses or energy efficient buildings with energy values significantly lower
than legally required. Their energy demand is typi-

LEGISLATION AND STANDARDISATION The basis
for energy weighting of buildings in Germany is the
Energy Savings Directive (EnEV) as amended on
October 1, 2009 (Fig. A 3.04, p. 42) [1]. The requirement ofBcost-effectiveness
in the energy savings
05.08
law means
that the directive can’t demand energy
B 05.09
05.10
savingsBmeasures
if they cost too much. In this
regard, the introduction of net zero energy buildings
should be complemented by suitable incentives,
increased energy taxes, or similar measures. The
Law on Promoting Renewable Energies in the Heat
Sector (EEWärmeG) demands a minimum share
of renewable energy in the heating supply for new
construction, but also permits compensation [2]. The
Law for Prioritizing Electricity from Renewable Energy Sources (EEG) and in the Law for Continuation,
Modernisation, and Expansion of Combined Heat
and Power Installations (KWKG) regulates compencompen
satory practices for feeding electricity into the supply
grid. The Energy Savings Directive takes into account all relevant energy consumption covered by
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A 3.01 This commercial property from 1963 was renovated
for office use covering 1143 m2 net floor area.
After renovation, energy consumption is measured
at 95 kWh/m2a for space heating and 23 kWh/m2a
for electricity. With a 165-kW wood pellet boiler and
a 44-kWp rooftop-mount photovoltaic system, annual
primary energy consumption is more than compensated.
Freiburg, Germany 2006, Architect: hotz + architekten,
Energy concept: Stahl & Weiss
A 3.02 Definition of a zero energy house

Jul

Sep

The German Institute for Civil Engineering (Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik) comments on this as
follows [6]:
• A “direct spatial relation” exists if self-consumed
electricity isn’t carried via a public distribution
grid. Installation of corresponding meters allows
distinction between electricity “used in the building itself” and electricity “fed into a public grid.”
Installations on the level of entire developments
or urban quarters, i.e. generation systems designed for multiple buildings, can then also be
taken into account.
account In this regard,
regard it is irrelevant
whether the generation system is operated by the
owners or a third party.
• The annual primary energy demand according to

200

INFOBOX DEFINITION OF A ZERO ENERGY BUILDING
For this publication, a zero energy building is defined as an
energy-efficient building that, within its annual balance sum,
covers its entire annual primary energy demand in connection to the electrical grid and further grids if required, based
on a monthly balance via primary energy credits for surplus
energy feed-in. On-site energy provision is to prioritize coverage of building self-demand.

150

100
PROPOSAL FOR LABELING A zero energy building is
designated by the acronym Net ZEB and by declaring the
required or actual primary energy credits for a zero deficit
in the annual energy balance. These are determined on the
basis of a monthly balancing method that takes prioritized
coverage of building self-consumption into account. This
doesn’t include annual surplus. The declaration on primary
energy credits indicates that the designation is the result of
a balance calculation.
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Self-generation of electricity with integrated combined heat and power (CHP) systems
is also taken
B IN BENNAU
ERK
KRAFTW
into account in DIN
V 18
599. The central idea is
that electricity generation coupled with CHP space
heating supply is credited to the primary energy
supply (in the form of fuel) used for operating the
CHP. Crediting leads to deducting the primary energy equivalent of generated electricity from the primary energy equivalent of fuel for CHP operation. To
simplify, crediting takes place in the context of an
annual balance. Surprisingly, in contrast to the preceding procedure for photovoltaic electricity, monthly surplus in CHP electricity generation isn’t limited
according to a building’s electricity demand. This
rule applies regardless of whether fuel used for the
CHP system comes from renewable sources such
as rapeseed oil or wood pellets, or non-renewable
sources. Payment for electricity exports from CHP
systems is regulated by the Combined Heat and
Power Act (KWKG 2010 [7]). The law is intended to
promote new construction and modernisation of CHP
systems with the goal of CHP-generated electricity

EXAMPLE As a zero energy house, the 48 m2 experimental
house of the University of Wuppertal for the Solar Decathlon
2010 (see Solar Decathlon Europe, p. 168ff.) has a calculated
annual total primary energy demand of 188 kWh/m2 including
household electricity, based on Wuppertal as location (A). The
location choice explains the comparatively high balance value.
The demand reduced according to EnEV § 5 by the photovoltaic system’s monthly creditable yield is 131 kWh/m2. As result,
a demand of 57 kWh/m2 remains (B). It is offset by the photovoltaic system’s sum of monthly surplus fed into the grid and
is used for seasonal compensation of the balance (C). The proposed correct designation for this house is: Net ZEB 57. The
fact that the house generates higher surplus isn’t included in
this designation, since it is considered part of the grid, and thus,
reduces its primary energy factor.

100
150
200
Primary-energy supply [kWh/m2a]
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